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Introduction
During the past three years, the major er.tphasishas been given to develop-
ing yield models in ,,,hichthe para"'Tletersare derived froQ. the current year
for use prior to harvest. These models are referred to as "within year
models" and are considered more desirable than between year models if each
year is different than the preceding years. These models do not require a
historical series of 3-5 years of similar information before yield fore-
casts can be made. This last consideration has Jeen considered quite im-
portant when starting work on a new crop or developing a system for a
COtmtry without a crop forecasting system. This type of model has been
considered for yield forecasts based on both grower subjective yield fore-
casts and objective yield methods. In the future, there will be opportu-
nities to introduce ne\<.'grmver yield forecasts wodels based on probability
samples as well as consideration of new crops of considerable economic
importance for inclusion in obj ecti ve yield prograrns.
It is helpful to start with a look at grower yield appraisals (or probable
yields) which are used for mos-c crops. The i'llpetusfor this effort came
from the recognition that relatively f~v crops were in the objective yield
program and the technical assistance work for foreign governments wishing
to start current statistical programs.
Part I - Grower Subjective Yield Forecasts - H. F. Huddleston
The most cornmon approach used by SRS is the charting of grower probable
yields against the Board Fi..T'lalYields. This approach is based on the
relationships over years being the same for a period of 5-10 years and is .
normally considered usable after yields have been collected for 3-5 years.
In most cases, these charts are based on voluntary reports returned by
mail. Consequently, tte reported probable yields may not be representa-
tive and/or the gro\ver may not be able to forecast his crop accurately.
In either case, the probable yields require adjustment or correction for
various kinds of biases. Frequently, there appears to be different rela-
tionships indicated for different periods of years. Tne dashed lines in
Chart 1 indicate approximately the nature of DvO different regressions
and the solid line the least squares regression line over both periods.
This chart illustrates a common problem associated with beDveen year re-
gression lines. Neither the representativeness of the sample nor the



Chart 1 - BOARD FINAL YIELD VS. GROWER PROBABLE YIELD
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ability of the growers to forecast their yields are measured or knO\\n.
Consequently, a somewhat different approach is needed in order to over-
come these shortcomings.
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Several new approaches will be discussed which should provide answers to
some of these problems, but obviously require evaluation as to their util-
ity for SRS. The first method is referred to as the Grower Graded Yield
Appraisal. The method seeks to detennine the following: (1) What does
the grower expect the yield for a specific planting of a crop will be?
(2) How does the grrnver rate (or evaluate) the expected yield of this
planting of the crop based on five descriptive categories? The acreages
(or areas) planted are then summarized by the five categories and the
weighed average expected yield (or expected production) is derived based
on the acreages reported.
The descriptive ratings provided by the growers are assumed to be distrib-
uted normally according to the grading system suggested by some teachers
whan a large number of students are to be graded. Thus the narne, GrO\\'er
Graded Yield Appl'aisal is given to the method since the grower "grades"
his own yield appraisal. This grading scheme and its relation to the
nonnal distribution is illustrated by Chart 2.
Experience with this approach in the Dominican Republic indicates that the
growers do grade their yields in approximately this manner. That is, 40
to 50 percent of the acreage is reported by growers to have an expected
yield which is "average" early in the crop'season. The'remaining expected
yields are either one category above or below the average. This result
suggests most growers merely report an average yield early in the crop
season. The interpretation of the expected yield as being related to a
harvested yield may be in serious error in any year that is not average
or normal. Stated another way, most growers may ei they not be skillful
forecasters of crop yields or do not wish to forecast a yield different
from their average for purposes of reporting to public agencies. It may
be that the most useful infonnation comes from those growers who report a
yield which is not average.
The procedure for reporting yield prospects to users for the coming har-
vest is as follows: (1) report the actual acreage percentages reported
by the growers for the grade categories used, (2) report the average ex-
pected yield, and (3) derive from the model a within year average yield
for the current year based on (1) and (2). The r.ationale behind this
approach is to provide the gro\vers expected yield, the descriptive ap-
praisals, and the derived within year average yield so the data user may
agree or disagree with this information as they see fit. Expected pro-
duction can also be reported to the user in place of yield if this is con-
sidered preferable or if probable production \\'asreported. If the \'I'ithin
year derived average yield differs from the grower's last years average
yield (or a five year average), the user is aware of this difference and
may wish to place a somffivhatdifferent interpretation or evaluation on
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Chart 2
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Grower Graded YielG. A~praisal Curve for a Larg~ ~u~ber of Fielcs
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crop prospects. For application to specific crops, the normal distribu-
tion may be skewed slightly by altering the tail probabilities and X scale
values of the model. For example, in the Domincan Republic, coffee and
rice are expected to have crop failures less frequently and outstanding
crops more frequently than shov.'Ilin chart 2 because of increased manage-
ment inputs. Corn and beans are two crons which would be expected to have
their distributions skewed in an opposite manner.
A second method is available which leads to essentially the same infonna-
tion. It can be referred to as the Growers Average Yield and Appraisal.
For each planting of their crop early in the season, the grower is asked
for the expected yield followed by a question to determine \\hat the grower
considers an average yield to be for the crop planted L~ the same field.
The grower's expected yield (or production) and the average yield for the
same acreage are reported for the data user's evaluation. The grm'ler's
wi thin year average yield permits the user to judge \,'hetherthis figure
is consistent with the reported yield of the previous year or years.
An equally important phase of the yield information is to obtain similar
information for the same growers after han-est. This second survey pro-
vides annual harvested acreage and crop production as well as a grower
evaluation of the crop just harvested by five categories. That is the
grower is asked to grade the harvested yield (or production) by the cat-
egories given. This information provides a basis for evaluating how good
the growers are at forecasting their crop yields early in the season and
whether they evaluate the harvested crop in a manner consistent with the
rodel. Early in the season, there appears to be a tendency for the grow-
ers to be somewhat pessimistic and after harvest to have a rosier evalua-
tion with regard to the past season.
Part II - Objective Yield Forecasting Methods - W. W. Wilson
Objective methods of forecasting crop yields have many things in connnon
with subjective methods. Over-the-years regression models have been de-
veloped which are si.•nilar to the subjective charts. The models differ
from the charts in b.,roimportant respects:

1. The variables result from objective observations.
2. llire than one data point is available for each year.

The availability of more than one point (usually many) for a year allows
the development of within year regression models. For example (see ex-
hibit 1), a scatter of data points in a single year may be fitted by a
regression line which expresses the dependence of average mature corn ear
weight on ear length. This fit of a model relates only to that specific
year.
Now, similar models may be fitted to the data for a series of three years
(see exhibit 2). A problem encountered in connection with regression
analysis for data grouped by years is in selecting \"hich model best fits
the data. The questions which need to be answered are:



1. Should a different model be used for each year?
2. Should models based on a conunonslope but unique intercepts be used?

(see exhibit 3)
3. Or, can the data be combined in a single regression model which ig-

nors the grouping by years? (see exhibit 4)
Sequential statistical tests are available which provide answers to these
questions.
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However, in our application of forecasting yield a single model is requir-
ed. The logical model to select (exhibit 4) ignors grouping of the data
by years. If either of the alternative models have been selected based on
the sequential tests, then we should not be surprised if problems in fi t-
ting this nudel to data from a fourth year occur. Even if the true rela-
tionship (see exhibit 5) in year 4 is not any more different than in years
1 and 3, substantial departures mayoccur. For an average ear length L,
an overestimate of B-C occurs if line 4B represents the regression based
on year 4 data. An underestir.1.a.teof magnitude A-B results if 4A repre-
sents the actual relationship between the variables in the fourth year.
If the fourth year is more unusual than any of the years used to develop
the pooled model, greater departures may result. Of course, the regres-
sion for the fourth year is not knownuntil the growing season is over.
This limits our knowledge of the severity of the departure at the time the
forecast is made.

Within year obj ective methods of forecastmg crop yields are being inves-
tigated. These methods rely on data only from the curr~nt year. As such,
they have the opportunity of reflecting unique characteristics of the year
for which the forecast is desired.

Within year models depend on relating a response (what we want to fore--
cast) to a variable with a kno'\\rnvalue at maturity. Various measures of
time provide a suitable variable for this purpose.

A time measurement related to the beginning of growth has been found use-
ful in growth models (see exhibit 6). This graph shmvs the model for
average corn grain weight per plant as dependent on time. The measure of
time used is days since silk emergence. Note the uniformity of weight in,
the harvest or mature period. The model provides an e~tiT'1ate of grain
weight at any given time. The forecast is dependent 011 howwell the model
represents the actual situation and on our ability to know what value of
time corresponds to maturi t)'. In this case, the trne value at maturity
is any value in the flat region. A grow~hmodel for estinating average
weight per grape has also been developed (see e~libit 7). The time var-
iable used is not as closely related to the beginning of growth as was
that variable in the com model.

Within year models for survival of fruit, nuts, ears and so forth may also
be developed. They compleT:1entthe gro\<:thmodels. Together average per
unit weight at harvest and nur.ber of units at harvest provide an indica-
tion of biological yield. This graph (see exhibit 8), shows the depen-
dence of a survival ratio on days after a base estimate of plants with
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ears per acre. A base estimate of plants with ears per acre is madeat
day zero, so that the ratio for day zero is 1. The forecast survival
ratio in the mature period can be multiplied times the base estimate to
adjust it to m.nnberof units at harvest.
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Research on both growth and survival JOOdelsis continuing for corn and may
be applicable to other crops. For example, survival modelswill be in-
vestigated to forecast the portion of papayas set each weeksurviving to
harvest some5 or 6 months later. Becauseprevious year data is required
for developing over-the-year models, within year methodsmaybe most use-
ful in developing and implementingobjective yield forecast procedures for
newcrops.
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